
WE can think about mapping genes and genomes at
several levels of resolution:

■ A genetic (or linkage) map identifies the distance
between mutations in terms of recombination fre-
quencies. It is limited by its reliance on the occurrence
of mutations that affect the phenotype. Because re-
combination frequencies can be distorted relative to
the physical distance between sites, it does not accu-
rately represent the genetic material.

■ A linkage map can also be constructed by measuring
recombination between sites in genomic DNA. These
sites have sequence variations that generate differences
in the susceptibility to cleavage by certain (restriction)
enzymes. Because such variations are common, such a
map can be prepared for any organism irrespective of
the occurrence of mutants. It has the same disadvan-
tage as any linkage map that the relative distances are
based on recombination.

■ A restriction map is constructed by cleaving DNA
into fragments with restriction enzymes and measur-
ing the distances between the sites of cleavage. This
represents distances in terms of the length of DNA, so
it provides a physical map of the genetic material. A re-
striction map does not intrinsically identify sites of ge-
netic interest. For it to be related to the genetic map,
mutations have to be characterized in terms of their ef-
fects upon the restriction sites. Large changes in the
genome can be recognized because they affect the sizes

or numbers of restriction fragments. Point mutations
are more difficult to detect.

■ The ultimate map is to determine the sequence of
the DNA. From the sequence, we can identify genes
and the distances between them. By analyzing the pro-
tein-coding potential of a sequence of the DNA, we can
deduce whether it represents a protein. The basic as-
sumption here is that natural selection prevents the ac-
cumulation of damaging mutations in sequences that
code for proteins. Reversing the argument, we may as-
sume that an intact coding sequence is likely to be ac-
tually used to generate a protein.

By comparing the sequence of a wild-type DNA
with that of a mutant allele, we can determine the na-
ture of a mutation and its exact site of occurrence. This
defines the relationship between the genetic map
(based entirely on sites of mutation) and the physical
map (based on or even comprising the sequence of
DNA).

Similar techniques are used to identify and sequence
genes and to map the genome, although there is of
course a difference of scale. In each case, the principle is
to obtain a series of overlapping fragments of DNA,
which can be connected into a continuous map. The
crucial feature is that each segment is related to the
next segment on the map by characterizing the overlap
between them, so that we can be sure no segments are
missing. This principle is applied both at the level of
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ordering restriction fragments into a map, and in con-
necting the sequences of the fragments.

Because the use of restriction mapping is central to
the molecular analysis of both the genome and the in-
dividual gene, we review the principles of the approach
briefly before we turn to the structure of the gene itself.
In the next section we discuss restriction mapping as
such; and the following section discusses its applica-

tion to construct linkage maps. This puts us in a posi-
tion to discuss the molecular organization of individ-
ual genes, relationships among groups of genes, and
the identification of genes in which mutations cause
human diseases. In Chapter 3, we consider the overall
constitution of the genome and its total number of
genes.
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ONCE a segment of DNA has been isolated, the first
step to obtaining its sequence is to map the nu-

cleic acid at the molecular level. A physical map of any
DNA molecule can be obtained by breaking it at de-
fined points whose distance apart can be accurately de-
termined. Specific breaks are made possible by the
ability of restriction enzymes to recognize rather short
sequences of double-stranded DNA as targets for
cleavage.

Each restriction enzyme has a particular target in
duplex DNA, usually a specific sequence of four to six
base pairs. The enzyme cuts the DNA at every point at
which its target sequence occurs. Different restriction
enzymes have different target sequences, and a large
range of these activities (obtained from a wide variety
of bacteria) is now available.

A restriction map represents a linear sequence of the
sites at which particular restriction enzymes find their
targets. Distance along such maps is measured directly
in base pairs (abbreviated bp) for short distances;
longer distances are given in kb, corresponding to kilo-
base (103) pairs in DNA or to kilobases in RNA. At the
level of the chromosome, a map is described in
megabase pairs (1 Mb = 106 bp).

When a DNA molecule is cut with a suitable restric-
tion enzyme, it is cleaved into distinct fragments. These
fragments can be separated on the basis of their size by
gel electrophoresis.The cleaved DNA is placed on top of
a gel made of agarose or polyacrylamide.When an elec-
tric current is passed through the gel, each fragment
moves down it at a rate that is inversely related to the log
of its molecular weight. This movement produces a se-
ries of bands. Each band corresponds to a fragment of
particular size, decreasing down the gel.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of this technique. A
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DNA molecule of length 5000 bp is incubated sepa-
rately with two restriction enzymes, A and B. After
cleavage the DNA is electrophoresed. The sizes of the
individual fragments generated by enzyme A (left) or
enzyme B (right) are determined by comparison with
the positions of fragments of known size, such as the
control shown in the center. This demonstrates that
enzyme A has cut the substrate DNA into four frag-
ments (lengths 2100, 1400, 1000, and 500 bp), while
enzyme B has generated three fragments (lengths 2500,
1300, and 1200 bp). Can we proceed further from these
data to generate a map that places the sites of breakage
at defined positions on the DNA?

The patterns of cutting by the two enzymes can be
related by several means. Figure 2.2 illustrates the prin-
ciple of analysis by double digestion. In this technique,
the DNA is cleaved simultaneously with two enzymes
as well as with either one by itself. The most decisive
way to use this technique is to extract each fragment
produced in the individual digests with either enzyme
A or enzyme B and then to cleave it with the other en-
zyme. The products of cleavage are analyzed again by
electrophoresis.

We can use these data to construct a map of the orig-
inal 5000 bp molecule of DNA, as illustrated by the
stages of Figure 2.3.

Each gel in Figure 2.2 is labeled according to the
fragment that was isolated from the gel in Figure 2.1.
A-2100 identifies the fragment of 2100 bp produced
by degrading the original DNA molecule with enzyme
A. When this fragment is retrieved and subjected to
enzyme B, it is cut into fragments of 1900 and 200 bp.
So one of the cuts made by enzyme B lies 200 bp from
the nearest site cut by enzyme A on one side, and is
1900 bp from the site cut by enzyme A on the other
side. This situation is described by the top map in
Figure 2.3.

A related pattern of cuts is seen when we examine
the susceptibility of fragment B-2500 to enzyme A. It is
cut into fragments of 1900 and 600 bp. So the 1900 bp
fragment is generated by double cuts, with an A site at
one end and a B site at the other end. It can be released
from either of the single-cut fragments (A-2100 or B-
2500) that contain it. These single-cut fragments must
therefore overlap in the region of the 1900 bp of the
common fragment that can be generated from them.
This is described in the second map of Figure 2.3,
which extends our map to the right to add a cleavage
site for enzyme B.

The key to restriction mapping is the use of overlap-
ping fragments. Because of the overlap of A-2100 and
B-2500 in the central region of 1900 bp, we can relate

the A site 200 bp to the left of the 1900 bp region with
the B site 600 bp to the right. In the same way, we can
now extend the map farther on either side. The 200 bp
fragment at the left is also produced by cutting B-1200
with enzyme A, so the next B site must lie 1000 bp to
the left. The 600 bp fragment at the right is also pro-
duced by cutting A-1400 with enzyme B, so the next A
site must lie 800 bp to the right. This gives the third
map in Figure 2.3.

We can now complete the map by identifying the
source of the two fragments at each end. At the left end,
the 1000 bp fragment arises from B-1200 or in the form
of A-1000, which is not cut by enzyme B. So A-1000 lies
at the end of the map. Proceeding from the left end of
the complete 5000 bp region, it is 1000 bp to the first A
site and 1200 bp to the first B site. (This is why a B cut
is not shown at the left end of the map above, although
formally we treated the end as a B-cutting site in the
analysis.)

At the right end of the map, the 800 bp double-cut
fragment is generated by cutting B-1300 with enzyme
A, so we must add a fragment of 500 bp to the right.
This is the terminal fragment, as seen by its presence as
A-500 in the single-cut A digest. So our completed map
takes the form of the bottom map in Figure 2.3.

The actual construction of a restriction map
usually requires recourse to several enzymes, so it
becomes necessary to resolve quite a complex pat-
tern of the overlapping fragments generated by the
various enzymes. Several other techniques are used in
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conjunction with comparison of fragments, including
end-labeling, in which the ends of the DNA molecule
are labeled with a radioactive phosphate (certain en-
zymes can add phosphate moieties specifically to 59 or
to 39 ends). Figure 2.4 shows that this allows the frag-
ments containing the ends to be identified directly by
their radioactive label. So in the fragment A prepara-
tion, A-1000 and A-500 would be placed immediately
at opposite ends of the map; similarly, fragments B-
1200 and B-1300 would be identified as ends.

A restriction map of the entire 5000 bp region that

was constructed in Figures 2.1–2.3 is recapitulated in
its more usual form in Figure 2.5. The map shows the
positions at which particular restriction enzymes cut
DNA; the distances between the sites of cutting are
measured in base pairs. So the DNA is divided into a se-
ries of regions of defined lengths that lie between sites rec-
ognized by the restriction enzymes. An important
feature is that a restriction map can be obtained for any
sequence of DNA, irrespective of whether mutations
have been identified in it, or, indeed, whether we have
any knowledge of its function.
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THE original Mendelian view of the genome classi-
fied alleles as either wild-type or mutant.

Subsequently we recognized the existence of multiple
alleles, each with a different effect on the phenotype.
(In some cases it may not even be appropriate to define
any one allele as “wild-type.”) 

The coexistence of multiple alleles at a locus is called
genetic polymorphism. Any site at which multiple al-
leles exist as stable components of the population is by
definition polymorphic. An allele is usually defined as
polymorphic if it is present at a frequency of >1% in
the population.

What is the basis for the polymorphism among the
mutant alleles? They possess different mutations that
alter the protein function, thus producing changes in
phenotype. If we compare the restriction maps or the
DNA sequences of these alleles, they too will be poly-
morphic in the sense that each map or sequence will be
different from the others.

Although not evident from the phenotype, the wild
type may itself be polymorphic. Multiple versions of
the wild-type allele may be distinguished by differences

in sequence that do not affect their function, and which
therefore do not produce phenotypic variants. A popu-
lation may have extensive polymorphism at the level of
genotype. Many different sequence variants may exist
at a given locus; some of them are evident because they
affect the phenotype, but others are hidden because
they have no visible effect.

So there may be a continuum of changes at a locus,
including those that change DNA sequence but do not
change protein sequence, those that change protein se-
quence without changing function, those that create
proteins with different activities, and those that create
mutant proteins that are nonfunctional.

Some polymorphisms in the genome can be de-
tected by comparing the restriction maps of different
individuals. The criterion is a change in the pattern of
fragments produced by cleavage with a restriction en-
zyme. Figure 2.6 shows that when a target site is pre-
sent in the genome of one individual and absent from
another, the extra cleavage in the first genome will gen-
erate two fragments corresponding to the single frag-
ment in the second genome.
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Because the restriction map is independent of gene
function, a polymorphism at this level can be detected
irrespective of whether the sequence change affects the
phenotype. Probably very few of the restriction site
polymorphisms in a genome actually affect the pheno-
type. Most involve sequence changes that have no effect

on the production of proteins (for example, because
they lie between genes).

A difference in restriction maps between two indi-
viduals is called a restriction fragment length poly-
morphism (RFLP). It can be used as a genetic marker
in exactly the same way as any other marker. Instead of
examining some feature of the phenotype, we directly
assess the genotype, as revealed by the restriction map.
Figure 2.7 shows a pedigree of a restriction polymor-
phism followed through three generations. It displays
Mendelian segregation at the level of DNA marker
fragments.

Recombination frequency can be measured between
a restriction marker and a visible phenotypic marker as
illustrated in Figure 2.8. So a genetic map can include
both genotypic and phenotypic markers.

Because restriction markers are not restricted to
those genome changes that affect the phenotype, they
provide the basis for an extremely powerful technique
for identifying genetic loci at the molecular level. A
typical problem concerns a mutation with known ef-
fects on the phenotype, where the relevant genetic
locus can be placed on a genetic map, but for which
we have no knowledge about the corresponding gene
or protein. Many damaging or fatal human diseases
fall into this category. For example cystic fibrosis
shows Mendelian inheritance, but the molecular na-
ture of the mutant function was unknown until it
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could be identified as a result of characterizing the
gene.

If restriction polymorphisms occur at random in the
genome, some should occur near any particular target
gene. We can identify such restriction markers by
virtue of their tight linkage to the mutant phenotype. If
we compare the restriction map of DNA from patients
suffering from a disease with the DNA of normal
people, we may find that a particular restriction site is
always present (or always absent) from the patients.

A hypothetical example is shown in Figure 2.9. This
situation corresponds to finding 100% linkage be-

tween the restriction marker and the phenotype. It
would imply that the restriction marker lies so close to
the mutant gene that it is never separated from it by re-
combination.

The identification of such a marker has two impor-
tant consequences:

■ It may offer a diagnostic procedure for detecting the
disease. Some of the human diseases that are geneti-
cally well characterized but ill defined in molecular
terms cannot be easily diagnosed. If a restriction
marker is reliably linked to the phenotype, then its
presence can be used to diagnose the disease, either at a
prenatal stage or subsequently.

■ It may lead to isolation of the gene. The restriction
marker must lie relatively near the gene on the genetic
map if the two loci rarely or never recombine.
Although “relatively near” in genetic terms can be a
substantial distance in terms of base pairs of DNA,
nonetheless it provides a starting point from which we
can proceed along the DNA to the gene itself.

RFLPs occur frequently enough in the human
genome to be useful for genetic mapping. If allelic se-
quences are compared between any two individual
chromosomes, differences in individual base pairs
occur at a frequency of >1 per 1000 bp. Those base
changes that affect restriction sites can be detected as
RFLPs.

Once an RFLP has been assigned to a linkage group,
it can be placed in position on the genetic map, and
map distances to its flanking markers determined. An
effort to map RFLPs in man and mouse has led to the
construction of linkage maps for both genomes. The
human map contains >5000 markers separated by an
average distance of 1.6 cM (1–2 Mb); the mouse map
has >7000 markers with an average spacing of ~0.2 cM
(~200 kb). Any unknown site can be tested for linkage
to these sites and by this means rapidly placed on to the
map.

The frequency of polymorphism means that every
individual has a unique constellation of restriction
sites. The particular combination of sites found in a
specific region is called a haplotype, a genotype in
miniature. Haplotype was originally introduced as a
concept to describe the genetic constitution of the
major histocompatibility locus, a region specifying
proteins of importance in the immune system (see
Chapter 24). The concept now has been extended to
describe the particular combination of alleles or re-
striction sites (or any other genetic marker) present in
some defined area of the genome.
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UNTIL eukaryotic genes were characterized by mole-
cular mapping, we assumed that they would have

the same organization as prokaryotic genes. We there-
fore expected the gene to consist of a length of DNA
that is colinear with the protein. But a comparison be-
tween the structure of DNA and the corresponding
mRNA shows a discrepancy in many cases. The mRNA
always includes a nucleotide sequence that corre-
sponds exactly with the protein product according to
the rules of the genetic code. But the gene includes addi-

tional sequences that lie within the coding region, inter-
rupting the sequence that represents the protein.

The sequences of DNA comprising an interrupted
gene are divided into the two categories depicted in
Figure 2.10:

■ The exons are the sequences represented in the ma-
ture RNA. By definition, a gene starts and ends with
exons, corresponding to the 59 and 39 ends of the RNA.

■ The introns are the intervening sequences that are
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nique to establish unequivocal parent-progeny rela-
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some region between potential parents and child al-
lows absolute assignment of the relationship. The use

of DNA restriction analysis to identify individuals has
been called DNA fingerprinting. We discuss in more
detail in Chapter 4 the use of particularly variable
“minisatellite” sequences for mapping in the human
genome.



removed when the primary transcript is processed to
give the mature RNA.

The expression of interrupted genes requires an ad-
ditional step that does not occur for uninterrupted
genes. The DNA gives rise to an RNA copy (a tran-
script) that exactly represents the genome sequence.
But this RNA is only a precursor; it cannot be used for
producing protein. First the introns must be removed
from the RNA to give a messenger RNA that consists
only of the series of exons. This process is called RNA
splicing. It involves a precise deletion of an intron from
the primary transcript; the ends of the RNA on either
side are joined to form a covalently intact molecule. We
discuss the mechanisms and regulation of splicing in
Chapter 22.

The structural gene comprises the region in the
genome between points corresponding to the 59 and 39
terminal bases of mature mRNA. We know that tran-
scription starts at the 59 end of the mRNA, but proba-
bly it extends beyond the 39end, which is generated by
cleavage of the RNA (see Chapter 22). The definition of

the gene can be expanded to include regulatory regions
on both sides of the gene that are required for initiating
and (sometimes) terminating gene expression.

How does this change our view of the gene?
Following splicing, the exons are always joined to-
gether in the same order in which they lie in DNA. So
the colinearity of gene and protein is maintained be-
tween the individual exons and the corresponding
parts of the protein chain. The order of mutations in
the gene remains the same as the order of amino acid
replacements in the protein. But the distances in the
gene do not correspond at all with the distances in the
protein. The length of the gene is defined by the length
of the initial (precursor) RNA instead of by the length
of the messenger RNA.

All the exons are represented on the same molecule
of RNA, and their splicing together occurs only as an
intramolecular reaction. There is usually no joining of
exons carried by different RNA molecules, so the mech-
anism excludes any splicing together of sequences rep-
resenting different alleles. So mutations located
in different exons of a gene cannot complement one
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WHEN a gene is uninterrupted, the restriction map
of its DNA corresponds exactly with the map of

its mRNA (obtained by characterizing a cDNA reverse
transcript).

When a gene possesses an intron, the map at each
end of the gene corresponds with the map at each end
of the message sequence. But within the gene, the maps
diverge, because additional regions are found in the
gene, but are not represented in the message. Each such
region corresponds to an intron. The example of
Figure 2.11 compares the restriction maps of a β-glo-
bin gene and mRNA. There are two introns. Each in-
tron contains a series of restriction sites that are absent
from the cDNA. The pattern of restriction sites in the
exons is the same in both the cDNA and the gene.

Ultimately a comparison of the nucleotide se-

quences of the genomic and cDNA clones precisely de-
fines the introns. Resolution at the sequence level is
necessary before we can be sure that all the segments of
the gene have been identified. Short introns or exons
can be missed in restriction maps if they do not happen
to contain an appropriate restriction site. (An intron
may pass unnoticed if it lies within a long exon, and an
exon that is <50 bp long may fail to hybridize with the
cDNA probe, and can therefore pass unnoticed within
the introns that flank it.) But a sequence comparison is
unambiguous. As indicated in Figure 2.12, an intron
that lies within a coding region usually interrupts the
integrity of the reading frame, but an intact reading
frame is found in the cDNA sequence.

No particular rhyme or reason yet has been dis-
cerned in the extremely varied structures of eukaryotic
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another; thus they continue to be defined as members
of the same complementation group.

What are the effects of mutations in the introns?
Since the introns are not part of the messenger RNA,
mutations in them cannot directly affect protein struc-
ture. However, they can prevent the production of the
messenger RNA—for example, by inhibiting the splic-
ing together of exons. A mutation of this sort acts only
on the allele that carries it. So it fails to complement

any other mutation in that allele, and constitutes part
of the same complementation group as the exons.

Eukaryotic genes are not necessarily interrupted.
Some correspond directly with the protein product in
the same manner as prokaryotic genes. In yeast, most
genes are uninterrupted. In higher eukaryotes, most
genes are interrupted; and the introns are usually
much longer than exons, creating genes that are very
much larger than their coding regions.



genes. Some genes are uninterrupted, so that the ge-
nomic sequence is colinear with that of the mRNA.
Most higher eukaryotic genes are interrupted, but the
introns vary enormously in both number and size.
Introns of nuclear genes generally have termination
codons in all reading frames, and have no coding
function.

All classes of genes may be interrupted: nuclear
genes coding for proteins, nucleolar genes coding for
rRNA, and genes coding for tRNA. Interruptions are
also found in mitochondrial genes in lower eukaryotes,
and in chloroplast genes. Interrupted genes do not ap-
pear to be excluded from any class of eukaryotes, and
have been found in bacteria and bacteriophages, al-
though they are extremely rare in prokaryotic
genomes.

Some interrupted genes possess only one or a few in-

trons. The globin genes provide an extensively studied
example (see Chapter 4). The two general types of glo-
bin gene, α and β, share a common type of structure.
The consistency of the organization of mammalian
globin genes is evident from the structure of the
“generic” globin gene summarized in Figure 2.13.

Interruptions occur at homologous positions (rela-
tive to the coding sequence) in all known active globin
genes, including those of mammals, birds, and frogs.
The first intron is always fairly short, and the second is
usually longer, but the actual lengths can vary. Most of
the variation in overall lengths between different glo-
bin genes results from the variation in the second in-
tron. In the mouse, the second intron in the α-globin
gene is only 150 bp long, so the overall length of the
gene is 850 bp, compared with the 1382 bp of the major
β-globin gene. So the variation in length of the genes is
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IS a structural gene unique in its genome? The answer
can be ambiguous. The entire length of the gene is

unique as such, but its exons often are related to those
of other genes. As a general rule, when two genes are re-
lated, the relationship between their exons is closer
than the relationship between the introns. In an ex-
treme case, the exons of two genes may code for the
same protein sequence, but the introns may be differ-
ent.This implies that the two genes originated by a dup-
lication of some common ancestral gene. Then
differences accumulated between the copies, but they
were restricted in the exons by the need to code for pro-
tein functions.

As we see later when we consider the evolution of the
gene, exons can be considered as basic building blocks
that are assembled in various combinations. A gene
may have some exons that are related to exons of an-
other gene, but the other exons may be unrelated.
Usually the introns are not related at all in such cases.
Such genes may arise by duplication and translocation
of individual exons.

The relationship between two genes can be plotted

in the form of the dot matrix comparison of Figure
2.15. A dot is placed to indicate each position at which
the same sequence is found in each gene. The dots form
a line at an angle of 45° if two sequences are identical.
The line is broken by regions that lack similarity, and it
is displaced laterally or vertically by deletions or inser-
tions in one sequence relative to the other.

When the two β-globin genes of the mouse are com-
pared, such a line extends through the three exons and
through the small intron. The line peters out in the
flanking regions and in the large intron. This is a typi-
cal pattern, in which coding sequences are well related,
the relationship can extend beyond the boundaries of
the exons, but it is lost in longer introns and the regions
on either side of the gene.

The overall degree of divergence between two exons
is related to the differences between the proteins. It is
caused mostly by base substitutions. In the translated
regions, the exons are under the constraint of needing
to code for amino acid sequences, so they are limited in
their potential to change sequence. Many of the
changes do not affect codon meanings, because they
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Exon sequences are conserved but introns vary

much greater than the range of lengths of the mRNAs
(α-globin mRNA = 585 bases, β-globin mRNA = 620
bases).

The example of DHFR, a somewhat larger gene, is
shown in Figure 2.14. The mammalian DHFR (dihy-
drofolate reductase) gene is organized into six exons
that correspond to the 2000 base mRNA. But they ex-
tend over a much greater length of DNA because the
introns are exceedingly long. In three mammals the
exons remain essentially the same, and the relative po-
sitions of the introns are unaltered, but the lengths of
individual introns vary extensively, resulting in a varia-
tion in the length of the gene from 25 to 31 kb.

The globin and DHFR genes present examples of a
general phenomenon: genes that are related by evolu-
tion have related organizations, with conservation of the
positions of (at least some) of the introns. Variations in
the lengths of the genes are primarily determined by the
lengths of the introns.

5 10 15 20 25 30kb

Exons1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 2.14 Mammalian genes for DHFR have the

same relative organization of rather short exons and

very long introns, but vary extensively in the lengths of

corresponding introns.



change one codon into another that represents the
same amino acid. Changes occur more freely in non-
translated regions (corresponding to the 59 leader and
39 trailer of the mRNA).

In corresponding introns, the pattern of divergence
involves both changes in size (due to deletions and in-
sertions) and base substitutions. Introns evolve much
more rapidly than exons. When a gene is compared in
different species, sometimes the exons are homolo-
gous, while the introns have diverged so much that cor-
responding sequences cannot be recognized.

Mutations occur at the same rate in both exons and
introns, but are removed more effectively from the
exons by adverse selection. However, in the absence of
the constraints imposed by a coding function, an in-
tron is able quite freely to accumulate point substitu-
tions and other changes. These changes imply that the
intron does not have a sequence-specific function.
Whether its presence is at all necessary for gene func-
tion is not clear.
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SOME major approaches to identifying genes are
based on the contrast between the conservation of

exons and the variation of introns. In a region contain-
ing a gene whose function has been conserved among a
range of species, the sequence representing the protein
should have two distinctive properties: it must of
course have an open reading frame; and it is likely to
have a related sequence in other species. These features
can be used to isolate genes.

Suppose we know by genetic data that a particular
genetic trait is located in a given chromosomal region.
If we lack knowledge about the nature of the gene
product, how are we to identify the gene in a region
that may be (for example) >1 Mb?

We start with a clone that lies in the general vicinity
of this region and then we “walk”through the region by
identifying overlapping clones from a library. As

shown in Figure 2.16, a subfragment from one end of
the first clone is used to isolate clones that extend far-
ther along the chromosome. These clones in turn are
used to isolate the next set. In each cycle, a new clone is
selected because its restriction map coincides at one
end with the end of the previous clone, but at the other
end has new material. It is possible to walk for hun-
dreds of kb, typically at a rate of >100 kb per month.
Chromosome walking allows large contiguous regions
of the chromosome to be represented in a library of
clones.

Of course, it becomes much easier to identify a par-
ticular gene once the sequence of a chromosome has
been obtained. This can be done either by sequencing a
contiguous series of clones that were obtained by walk-
ing, or by relating the clones by other means (such as
direct comparisons of sequences). With a sequence in

Genes can be isolated by the conservation of exons

Figure 2.15 The sequences of the mouse and

globin genes are closely related in coding regions,

but differ in the flanking regions and large intron. Data

kindly provided by Philip Leder.
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hand,agenecanbe identifiedbycomparisonwitheither
the RNA or protein product, or by the identification of
a mutation in the sequence.

In the meantime, until full sequence information is
available, a heroic approach that has proved successful
with some genes of medical importance is to screen rel-
atively short fragments from the region for the two
properties expected of a conserved gene. First we seek
to identify fragments that cross-hybridize with the
genomes of other species. Then we examine these frag-
ments for open reading frames.

The first criterion is applied by performing a zoo
blot. We use short fragments from our chromosome

walk as (radioactive) probes to test for related DNA
from a variety of species by Southern blotting. If we
find hybridizing fragments in several species related to
that of the probe—the probe is usually human—the
probe becomes a candidate for an exon of the gene.

The candidates are sequenced and, if they contain
open reading frames, are used to isolate surrounding
genomic regions. If these appear to be part of an exon,
we may then use them to identify the entire gene, to
isolate the corresponding cDNA or mRNA, and ulti-
mately to identify the protein.

This approach is valuable for genes whose existence
is implied by genetics, but whose nature is unknown.
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Figure 2.16 Chromosome walking is accomplished by successive hybridizations between overlapping genomic
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One example is the gene zfy located on the human Y
chromosome. Figure 2.17 shows a zoo blot using a
probe from this region. It hybridizes specifically with
sex chromosomes of mammals and also with other
species. It contains an open reading frame, which iden-
tifies a conserved gene.

This approach is especially important when the tar-
get gene is spread out because it has many large introns.
This proved to be the case with Duchenne muscular
dystrophy (DMD), a degenerative disorder of muscle,
which is X-linked and affects 1 in 3500 of human male
births. The steps in identifying the gene are summa-
rized in Figure 2.18.

Linkage analysis localized the DMD locus to chro-
mosomal band Xp21. Patients with the disease often
have chromosomal rearrangements involving this
band. By comparing the ability of X-linked DNA
probes to hybridize with DNA from patients and with
normal DNA, cloned fragments were obtained that
correspond to the region that was rearranged or
deleted in patients’ DNA.

A chromosomal walk was used to construct a restric-

tion map of the region on either side of the probe, cov-
ering a region of >100 kb. Analysis of the DNA from a
series of patients identified large deletions in this re-
gion, extending in either direction. The most telling
deletion is one contained entirely within the region,
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Figure 2.17 A zoo blot with a probe from the human

Y chromosomal gene identifies cross-hybridizing

fragments on the sex chromosomes of other mammals

and birds. There is one reacting fragment on the Y

chromosome and another on the X chromosome. Data

kindly provided by David Page.
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Figure 2.18 The gene involved in Duchenne

muscular dystrophy has been tracked down by

chromosome mapping and walking to a region in

which deletions can be identified with the occurrence

of the disease.



since this delineates a segment that must be important
in gene function and indicates that the gene, or at least
part of it, lies in this region.

Having now come into the region of the gene, we
need to identify its exons and introns. A zoo blot iden-
tified fragments that cross-hybridize with the mouse X
chromosome and with other mammalian DNAs. As
summarized in Figure 2.19, these were scrutinized for
open reading frames and the sequences typical of
exon-intron junctions. Fragments that met these crite-
ria were used as probes to identify homologous se-
quences in a cDNA library prepared from muscle
mRNA.

The cDNA corresponding to the gene identifies an
unusually large mRNA, ~14 kb. Hybridization back to
the genome shows that the mRNA is represented in
>60 exons, which are spread over ~2000 kb of DNA.
This makes DMD the longest gene identified; in fact, it
is 103 longer than any other known gene.

The gene codes for a protein of ~500 kD, called dys-
trophin, which is a component of muscle, present in
rather low amounts. All patients with the disease have
deletions at this locus, and lack (or have defective)
dystrophin.

Another technique that allows genomic fragments
to be scanned rapidly for the presence of exons is called
exon trapping. Figure 2.20 shows that it starts with a
vector that contains a strong promoter, and has a single
intron between two exons. When this vector is trans-
fected into cells, its transcription generates large
amounts of an RNA containing the sequences of the
two exons. A restriction cloning site lies within the in-
tron, and is used to insert genomic fragments from a
region of interest. If a fragment does not contain an
exon, there is no change in the splicing pattern, and the
RNA contains only the same sequences as the parental
vector. But if the genomic fragment contains an exon
flanked by two partial intron sequences, the splicing
sites on either side of this exon are recognized, and the
sequence of the exon is inserted into the RNA between
the two exons of the vector. This can be detected read-
ily by reverse transcribing the cytoplasmic RNA into
cDNA, and using PCR to amplify the sequences be-
tween the two exons of the vector. So the appearance in
the amplified population of sequences from the ge-
nomic fragment indicates that an exon has been
trapped. Because introns are usually large and exons
are small in animal cells, there is a high probability that
a random piece of genomic DNA will contain the
required structure of an exon surrounded by partial
introns.
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THE existence of interrupted genes makes it evident
that the gene can be much larger than the unit that

codes for protein. As genome size increases, the ten-
dency is for introns to become rather large, while exons
remain quite small.

Figure 2.21 shows that the exons coding for stretches
of protein tend to be fairly small relative to the size of
the gene. Most code for less than 100 amino acids
(often less than 50 in vertebrates), and the general dis-
tribution fits well with the idea that genes have evolved

by the slow addition of units that code for small, indi-
vidual domains of proteins (see later). There is no very
significant difference in the sizes of exons in different
types of organism, except perhaps for an apparent ab-
sence of larger exons in the vertebrates. (The peak of
exons coding for >300 amino acids in fungi and
Drosophila mostly represents the presence of uninter-
rupted genes, that is, genes that consist of one exon.)
There are some much larger exons coding for untrans-
lated 59 and 39 regions (not included in the figure).
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Figure 2.22 shows that introns are longer than
exons. Their size distribution extends from approxi-
mately the same size as the exons (<200 bp) to lengths
measured in 10s of kbs, and extending up to 50–60 kb
in extreme cases.

Figure 2.23 shows the overall organization of genes
in yeasts, insects, and mammals. In S. cerevisiae, the
great majority of genes (>96%) are not interrupted,
and those that have exons usually remain reasonably
compact. There are virtually no S. cerevisiae genes with
more than four exons.

In insects and mammals, the situation is reversed.
Only a few genes have uninterrupted coding sequences
(6% in mammals). Insect genes tend to have a fairly
small number of exons, typically fewer than 10.

Mammalian genes are split into more pieces, and some
have several 10s of exons; ~50% of mammalian genes
have >10 introns.

If we now examine the consequences of this type of
organization for the overall size of the gene, we see in
Figure 2.24 that there is a striking difference between
yeast and the higher eukaryotes. The average yeast gene
is 1.4 kb long, and very few are longer than 5 kb. By
contrast, relatively few genes in flies or mammals are
shorter than 2 kb, and many have lengths between 5 kb
and 100 kb.

The switch from largely uninterrupted to largely in-
terrupted genes occurs in the lower eukaryotes. In
fungi (excepting the yeasts), the majority of genes are
interrupted, but they have a relatively small number of
exons (<6) and are fairly short (<5 kb). The switch to
long genes occurs within the higher eukaryotes, and
genes become significantly larger in the insects.
Perhaps genes become large at the same point where
the relationship between genome complexity and or-
ganism complexity is lost (see Figure 3.1).

Very long genes are the result of very long introns,
not the result of coding for longer products. There is no
correlation between gene size and mRNA size in higher
eukaryotes; nor is there a good correlation between
gene size and the number of exons. The size of a gene
therefore depends primarily on the lengths of its indi-
vidual introns. In mammals, insects, and birds, the “av-
erage”gene isapproximately53 the lengthof itsmRNA.
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MOST genes consist of a sequence of DNA that is de-
voted solely to the purpose of coding for one pro-

tein (although the gene may include noncoding
regions at either end and introns within the coding re-
gion). However, there are some cases in which a single
sequence of DNA codes for more than one protein.

Overlapping genes occur in the relatively simple situ-
ation in which one gene is part of the other. The first
half (or second half) of a gene is used independently to
specify a protein that represents the first (or second)
half of the protein specified by the full gene. This rela-
tionship is illustrated in Figure 2.25. The end result is
much the same as though a partial cleavage took place
in the protein product to generate part-length as well as
full-length forms.

Two genes overlap in a more subtle manner when
the same sequence of DNA is shared between two non-
homologous proteins. This situation arises when the

same sequence of DNA is translated in more than one
reading frame. In cellular genes, a DNA sequence usu-
ally is read in only one of the three potential reading
frames, but in some viral and mitochondrial genes,
there is an overlap between two adjacent genes that are
read in different reading frames. This situation is illus-
trated in Figure 2.26. The distance of overlap is usually
relatively short, so that most of the sequence represent-
ing the protein retains a unique coding function.

In some genes, alternative patterns of gene expres-
sion create switches in the pathway for connecting the
exons. A single gene may generate a variety of mRNA
products that differ in their content of exons. The dif-
ference may be that certain exons are optional—they
may be included or spliced out. Or there may be exons
that are treated as mutually exclusive—one or the other
is included, but not both. The alternative forms pro-
duce proteins in which one part is common while the

Some DNA sequences code for more than one protein
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other part is different. Figure 2.27 illustrates an ex-
ample in which alternative splicing leads to the inclu-
sion of an exon in some mRNAs, while it is left out of
others. (Other types of combinations that are produced
by alternative splicing are discussed in Chapter 22.)

A single type of transcript is made from the gene in
Figure 2.27, but it can be spliced in either of two ways.
In the first pathway, two introns are spliced out, and the
three exons are joined together. In the second pathway,
the second exon is not recognized. As a result, a single
large intron is spliced out. This intron consists of in-
tron 1 + exon 2 + intron 2. In effect, exon 2 has been
treated in this pathway as part of the single intron. The
pathways produce two proteins that are the same at
their ends, but one of which has an additional sequence
in the middle. So the region of DNA codes for more
than one protein.

Sometimes two pathways operate simultaneously, a
certain proportion of the RNA being spliced in each
way; sometimes the pathways are alternatives that are
expressed under different conditions, one in one cell
type and one in another cell type.

In some cases, the alternative means of expression
do not affect the sequence of the protein; for example,
changes that affect the 59 nontranslated leader or the 39
nontranslated trailer may have regulatory conse-
quences, but the same protein is made. In other cases,
one exon is substituted for another, as indicated in
Figure 2.28.
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In this example, the proteins produced by the two
mRNAs contain sequences that overlap extensively, but
that are different within the alternatively spliced re-

gion. The 39 half of the troponin T gene of rat muscle
contains five exons, but only four are used to construct
an individual mRNA. Three exons, WXZ, are the same
in both expression patterns. However, in one pattern
the α exon is spliced between X and Z; in the other pat-
tern, the β exon is used. The α and β forms of troponin
T therefore differ in the sequence of the amino acids
present between sequences W and Z, depending on
which of the alternative exons, α or β, is used. Either
one of the α and β exons can be used to form an indi-
vidual mRNA, but both cannot be used in the same
mRNA.

So alternative (or differential) splicing can generate
proteins with overlapping sequences from a single
stretch of DNA. It is curious that the higher eukaryotic
genome is extremely spacious in having large genes
that are often quite dispersed, but at the same time it
may make multiple products from an individual locus.
It is not possible to say how many genes have alterna-
tive modes of expression, but on an anecdotal basis, the
number seems to be a few percent.
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WHAT was the original form of genes that today are
interrupted?

■ The “introns early” model supposes that introns
have always been an integral part of the gene. Genes
originated as interrupted structures, and those without
introns have lost them in the course of evolution.

■ The “introns late” model supposes that the ancestral
protein-coding units consisted of uninterrupted se-
quences of DNA. Introns were subsequently inserted
into them.

A test of the models is to ask whether the difference
between eukaryotic and prokaryotic genes can be ac-
counted for by the acquisition of introns in the eukary-
otes or by the loss of introns from the prokaryotes.

The introns early model suggests that the mosaic
structure of genes is a remnant of an ancient approach
to the reconstruction of genes to make novel proteins.
Suppose that an early cell had a number of separate pro-
tein-coding sequences. One aspect of its evolution is

likely to have been the reorganization and juxtaposition
of different polypeptide units to build up new proteins.

If the protein-coding unit must be a continuous se-
ries of codons, every such reconstruction would re-
quire a precise recombination of DNA to place the two
protein-coding units in register, end to end in the same
reading frame. Furthermore, if this combination is not
successful, the cell has been damaged, because it has
lost the original protein-coding units.

But if an approximate recombination of DNA could
place the two protein-coding units within the same
transcription unit, splicing patterns could be tried out
at the level of RNA to combine the two proteins into a
single polypeptide chain. And if these combinations
are not successful, the original protein-coding units re-
main available for further trials. Such an approach es-
sentially allows the cell to try out controlled deletions
in RNA without suffering the damaging instability that
could occur from applying this procedure to DNA.

If current proteins evolved by combining ancestral
proteins that were originally separate, the accretion of

How did interrupted genes evolve?



units is likely to have occurred sequentially over some
period of time, with one exon added at a time. Can the
different functions from which these genes were pieced
together be seen in their present structure? In other
words, can we equate particular functions of current
proteins with individual exons?

In some cases, there is a clear relationship between
the structures of the gene and protein. The example par
excellence is provided by the immunoglobulin proteins,
which are coded by genes in which every exon corre-
sponds exactly with a known functional domain of the
protein. Figure 2.29 compares the structure of an im-
munoglobulin with its gene.

An immunoglobulin is a tetramer of two light
chains and two heavy chains, which aggregate to gener-
ate a protein with several distinct domains. Light
chains and heavy chains differ in structure, and there
are several types of heavy chain. Each type of chain is
expressed from a gene that has a series of exons corre-
sponding with the structural domains of the protein.

In many instances, some of the exons of a gene can
be identified with particular functions. In secretory
proteins, the first exon, coding for the N-terminal re-

gion of the polypeptide, often specifies the signal se-
quence involved in membrane secretion. An example is
insulin.

Sometimes the evolution of a gene involves the du-
plication of exons, creating an internally repetitious se-
quence in the protein. In chicken collagen, a 54 bp exon
appears to have been multiplied many times, generat-
ing a series of exons that are either 54 bp or multiples of
54 bp in length.

Sequences held in common between genes that are
related only in part may represent exons that have mi-
grated or been recruited between genes. Figure 2.30
summarizes the relationship between the receptor for
human LDL (plasma low density lipoprotein) and
other proteins.

In the center of the LDL receptor gene is a series of
exons related to the exons of the gene for the precursor
for EGF (epidermal growth factor). In the N-terminal
part of the protein, a series of exons codes for a se-
quence related to the blood protein complement factor
C9. So the LDL receptor gene was created by assem-
bling modules for its various functions. These modules
are also used in other proteins.
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The relationship between exons and protein do-
mains is somewhat erratic in known genes. In some
cases there is a clear 1:1 relationship; in others no pat-
tern is to be discerned. One possibility is that removal
of introns has fused the adjacent exons. This means
that the intron must have been precisely removed,
without changing the integrity of the coding region.
An alternative is that some introns arose by insertion
into a coherent domain; here the difficulty is that we
must suppose that the intron carried with it the ability
to be spliced out.

Exons tend to be fairly small (see Figure 2.20),
around the size of the smallest polypeptide that can as-
sume a stable folded structure, ~20–40 residues.
Perhaps proteins were originally assembled from
rather small modules. Each module need not necessar-
ily correspond to a current function; several modules
could have combined to generate a function. The num-
ber of exons in a gene tends to increase with the length
of its protein, which is consistent with the view that
proteins acquire multiple functions by successively
adding appropriate modules.

This idea might explain another feature of protein
structure: it seems that the sites represented at exon-in-
tron boundaries often are located at the surface of a
protein. As modules are added to a protein, the con-

nections, at least of the most recently added modules,
could tend to lie at the surface.

A fascinating case of evolutionary conservation is
presented by the globins, all of whose genes have three
exons (see Figure 2.13). The two introns are located at
constant positions relative to the coding sequence. The
central exon appears to represent the heme-binding
domain of the globin chain. The α- and β-globin genes
have similar structures.

Another perspective on this structure is provided by
the existence of two other types of protein that are re-
lated to globin. Myoglobin is a monomeric oxygen-
binding protein of animals, whose amino acid
sequence suggests a common (though ancient) origin
with the globin subunits. Leghemoglobins are oxygen-
binding proteins present in the legume class of plants;
like myoglobin, they are monomeric. They too share a
common origin with the other heme-binding proteins.
Together, the globins, myoglobin, and leghemoglobin
constitute the globin “superfamily,” a set of gene
families all descended from some (distant) common
ancestor.

Myoglobin is represented by a single gene in the
human genome, whose structure is essentially the same
as that of the globin genes. The three-exon structure
therefore predates the evolution of separate myoglobin
and globin functions.

Leghemoglobin genes contain three introns, the first
and last of which occur at points in the coding se-
quence that are homologous to the locations of the two
introns in the globin genes. This remarkable similarity
suggests an exceedingly ancient origin for the heme-
binding proteins in the form of a split gene, as illus-
trated in Figure 2.31.

The central intron of leghemoglobin separates two
exons that together code for the sequence correspond-
ing to the single central exon in globin. Could the cen-
tral exon of the globin gene have been derived by a
fusion of two central exons in the ancestral gene? Or is
the single central exon the ancestral form; in this case,
an intron must have been inserted into it at the start of
plant evolution?

Cases in which homologous genes differ in structure
may provide information about their evolution. An ex-
ample is insulin. Mammals and birds have only one
gene for insulin, except for the rodents, which have two
genes. Figure 2.32 illustrates the structures of these
genes.

The principle we use in comparing the organization
of related genes in different species is that a common
feature identifies a structure that predated the evolution-
ary separation of the two species. In chicken, the single
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insulin gene has two introns; one of the two rat genes
has the same structure. The common structure implies
that the ancestral insulin gene had two introns.
However, the second rat gene has only one intron. It
must have evolved by a gene duplication in rodents

that was followed by the precise removal of one intron
from one of the copies.

The organization of some genes shows extensive dis-
crepancies between species. In these cases, there must
have been extensive removal or insertion of introns
during evolution.

A well characterized case is represented by the actin
genes. The typical actin gene has a nontranslated leader
of <100 bases, a coding region of ~1200 bases, and a
trailer of ~200 bases. Most actin genes are interrupted;
the positions of the introns can be aligned with regard
to the coding sequence (except for a single intron
sometimes found in the leader).

Figure 2.33 shows that almost every actin gene is dif-
ferent in its pattern of interruptions.Taking all the genes
together, introns occur at 12 different sites.However,no
individual gene has more than six introns; some genes
have only one intron, and one is uninterrupted alto-
gether. How did this situation arise? If we suppose that
the primordial actin gene was interrupted, and all cur-
rent actin genes are related to it by loss of introns,differ-
ent introns have been lost in each evolutionary branch.
Probably some introns have been lost entirely, so the
primordial gene could well have had 20 or more.The al-
ternative is to suppose that a process of intron insertion
continued independently in the different lines of evolu-
tion. The relationships between the intron locations
found in different species may be used ultimately to
construct a tree for the evolution of the gene.

The equation of at least some exons with protein do-
mains, and the appearance of related exons in different
proteins, leaves no doubt that the duplication and jux-
taposition of exons has played an important role in
evolution. It is possible that the number of ancestral
exons, from which all proteins have been derived by
duplication, variation, and recombination, could be
relatively small (a few thousands or tens of thousands).
By taking exons as the building blocks of evolution, this
view implicitly accepts the introns early model for the
origin of genes coding for proteins.

The highly interrupted structure of eukaryotic genes
suggests a picture of the eukaryotic genome as a sea of
introns (mostly but not exclusively unique in se-
quence), in which islands of exons (sometimes very
short) are strung out in individual archipelagoes that
constitute genes.

Alternative forms of genes for rRNA and tRNA are
sometimes found, with and without introns. In the
case of the tRNAs, where all the molecules conform to
the same general structure, it seems unlikely that evo-
lution brought together the two regions of the gene.
After all, the different regions are involved in the base
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pairing that gives significance to the structure. So here
it must be that the introns were inserted into continu-
ous genes.

Organelle genomes provide some striking connec-
tions between the prokaryotic and eukaryotic worlds.
Because of many general similarities between mito-
chondria or chloroplasts and bacteria, it seems likely
that the organelles originated by an endosymbiosis in
which an early bacterial prototype was inserted into eu-
karyotic cytoplasm. Yet in contrast to the resemblances
with bacteria—for example, as seen in protein or RNA
synthesis—some organelle genes possess introns, and
therefore resemble eukaryotic nuclear genes.

Introns are found in several chloroplast genes, in-
cluding some that have homologies with genes of E.
coli. This suggests that the endosymbiotic event oc-
curred before introns were lost from the prokaryotic

line. If a suitable gene can be found, it may therefore be
possible to trace gene lineage back to the period when
endosymbiosis occurred.

The mitochondrial genome presents a particularly
striking case. The genes of yeast and mammalian mito-
chondria code for virtually identical mitochondrial
proteins, in spite of a considerable difference in gene
organization. Vertebrate mitochondrial genomes are
very small, with an extremely compact organization of
continuous genes, whereas yeast mitochondrial
genomes are larger and have some complex inter-
rupted genes. Which is the ancestral form? The yeast
mitochondrial introns often have the property of mo-
bility—they are self-contained sequences that can
splice out of the RNA and insert DNA copies else-
where—which suggests that they may have arisen by
insertions into the genome (see Chapter 16).
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THE concept of the gene has evolved significantly in
the past few years. The question of what’s in a name

is especially appropriate for the gene. We can no longer
say that a gene is a sequence of DNA that continuously
and uniquely codes for a particular protein. In situa-
tions in which a stretch of DNA is responsible for pro-
duction of one particular protein, current usage
regards the entire sequence of DNA, from the first
point represented in the messenger RNA to the last
point corresponding to its end, as comprising the
“gene,” exons, introns, and all.

When the sequences representing proteins overlap
or have alternative forms of expression, we may reverse
the usual description of the gene. Instead of saying
“one gene-one polypeptide,” we may describe the rela-
tionship as “one polypeptide-one gene.” So we regard
the sequence actually responsible for production of the
polypeptide (including introns as well as exons) as
constituting the gene, while recognizing that from the
perspective of another protein, part of this same se-
quence also belongs to its gene. This allows the use of
descriptions such as “overlapping” or “alternative”
genes.

We can now see how far we have come from the orig-
inal one gene : one enzyme hypothesis. Up to that time,
the driving question was the nature of the gene. Once it
was discovered that genes represent proteins, the para-
digm became fixed in the form of the concept that
every genetic unit functions through the synthesis of a
particular protein.

This view remains the central paradigm of molecu-
lar biology: a sequence of DNA functions either by di-
rectly coding for a particular protein or by being
necessary for the use of an adjacent segment that actu-
ally codes for the protein. How far does this paradigm
take us beyond explaining the basic relationship be-
tween genes and proteins?

The development of multicellular organisms rests
on the use of different genes to generate the different

cell phenotypes of each tissue. The expression of genes
is determined by a regulatory network that probably
takes the form of a cascade. Expression of the first set of
genes at the start of embryonic development leads to
expression of the genes involved in the next stage of de-
velopment, which in turn leads to a further stage, and
so on until all the tissues of the adult are functioning.
The molecular nature of this regulatory network is
largely unknown, but we assume that it consists of
genes that code for products (probably protein, per-
haps sometimes RNA) that act on other genes.

While such a series of interactions is almost certainly
the means by which the developmental program is ex-
ecuted, we can ask whether it is entirely sufficient. One
specific question concerns the nature and role of posi-
tional information. We know that all parts of a fertil-
ized egg are not equal; one of the features responsible
for development of different tissue parts from different
regions of the egg is location of information (presum-
ably specific macromolecules) within the cell.

We do not know how these particular regions are
formed. But we may speculate that the existence of po-
sitional information in the egg leads to the differential
expression of genes in the cells subsequently formed in
these regions, which leads to the development of the
adult organism, which leads to the development of an
egg with the appropriate positional information…

This possibility prompts us to ask whether some in-
formation needed for development of the organism is
contained in a form that we cannot directly attribute to
a sequence of DNA (although the expression of partic-
ular sequences may be needed to perpetuate the posi-
tional information). Put in a more general way, we
might ask: if we could read out the entire sequence of
DNA comprising the genome of some organism and
interpret it in terms of proteins and regulatory regions,
could we then construct an organism (or even a single
living cell) by controlled expression of the proper
genes?
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Further reading

Genes and genomes can be mapped by the use of over-
lapping restriction fragments. Ultimately this can be ex-
tended into a sequence. Restriction sites can be used as
genetic markers. The existenceof polymorphisms (RFLPs)
allows linkage maps to be constructed using restriction
fragments. 

All types of eukaryotic genomes contain interrupted
genes. The propor tion of interrupted genes is low in
yeasts and increases in the lower eukaryotes; few genes
are uninterrupted in higher eukaryotes. 

Introns are found in all classes of eukaryotic genes. The
structure of the interrupted gene is the same in all tis-
sues, exons are joined together in RNA in the same order
as their organization in DNA, and the introns usually have
no coding function. Introns are removed from RNA by
splicing. Some genes are expressed by alternative splic-
ing patterns, in which a particular sequence is removed
as an intron in some situations, but retained as an exon in
others.

Positions of introns are conserved when the organization
of homologous genes is compared between species.

Intron sequences vary, and may even be unrelated, al-
though exon sequences remain well related. The conser-
vation of exons can be used to isolate related genes in
different species.

The size of a gene is determined primarily by the lengths
of its introns. Introns become larger early in the higher eu-
karyotes, when gene sizes therefore increase signifi-
cantly. The range of gene sizes in mammals is generally
1–100 kb, but it is possible to have even larger genes; the
longest known case is dystrophin at 2000 kb.

Some genes share only some of their exons with other
genes, suggesting that they have been assembled by ad-
dition of exons representing individual modules of the pro-
tein. Such modules may have been incorporated into a
variety of different proteins. The idea that genes have
been assembled by accretion of exons implies that in-
trons were present in genes of primitive organisms. Some
of the relationships between homologous genes can be
explained by loss of introns from the primordial genes,
with different introns being lost in different lines of de-
scent.

Summary
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